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Customised classy cubes from Switzerland
Inspired by the interplay of colours and lights, the young, dynamic label Luxcube
designs elegant, sophisticated and high-quality lighting products that fill every
room with a pleasant ambiance.
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Based in Zurich, the dynamic lighting
system manufacturer Luxcube puts
emphasis on a close customer relationship.
Producing their lamps in mini-series
exclusively in Switzerland, each customers’
individual wishes can be fulfilled. The
range of products includes floor, wall and
table lamps for all kinds of interiors. The
use of premium metals and coloured acrylic
glasses represents the distinctive design
of Luxcube’s products, while the various
options in shape and nine different glass
colours give every single cube an individual
touch.“We want to offer products that have
an elegant and fancy design and meet the
highest-quality requirements at the same
time,” Simon Mutti, owner, says.

Since the production of the first prototype
in 2005, Luxcube has since worked together
with specialists to reach perfection. This
continuous
development
guarantees
the high quality of their products, which
conforms to energy efficiency category A.
This makes them not only stylish but also
energy saving. The simple and plain shapes
are classic and elegant and blend into
every room, be it in one’s office, at home
or in living rooms or bedrooms. Besides the
individual consultation by Luxcube and the
efficient and quick processing of orders,
customers also appreciate the offered
support after the purchase.
Top: Desk lamp.
Bottom: Wall lamp.

www.luxcube.ch

Eye-catching furniture
Next to her profession as an architect, Birgit Mussato started designing furniture.
In 2013 she first developed her drawings into unique pieces, and now it is time for
her to take the next step.
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Looking at Birgit Mussato’s furniture
designs, there is a stunning combination
of simplicity and complexity. As her
architectural core area is in execution
planning, Mussato’s approach to designing
places of high value is constructive feasibility
and realisation. “I am trying to develop
extraordinary pieces out of clear, simple
shapes,” explains Mussato. Additionally,
she works with a special level of flexibility,
variability and playfulness,“which probably
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my little daughters taught me”, henceforth
creating personal and unique objects, that
undemonstratively attract attention.
During her training as an architect, Birgit
Mussato had the opportunity to get to know
the whole spectrum of design topics from
urban development to furniture design.
While she chose architecture as her primary
career path, sketching out furniture became
a personal interest. It was for the design fair
blickfang that she first presented prototypes
based on her drawings to the public.

At the moment Mussato’s “one-woman
enterprise” is still starting up. In that regard, apart from attracting prospective
clients for whom she gladly plans original
designs, one of the main objectives for
visiting design fairs is to develop relationships with furniture manufacturers. This is
the focal point of her work throughout this
year. Of course, she will also continue to
make the time to put some of her many
ideas down on paper.
www.mdbm.ch

